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Remembering Dresden 13-14 February 2015
– and the Myth of the Marshal Plan
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Dresden Altmarkt 1900

Dresden, 13 - 14 February 1945
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Dresden Altmarkt 1945

Die Zeit bleibt nicht stehen. Der Altmarkt, gegründet 1434, hat viel erlebt. Dies Bild zeigt den Weihnachtsmarkt,
genannt Striezelmarkt.
Time does not stand still. Der Altmarkt, [the Old Market] founded 1434 has experienced a lot.This picture shows the
Christmas market, called Striezelmarkt.
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Jedoch in jedem Jahr denkt man still und leise an die Naechte vom 13. und 14. Februar 1945.
Though each year one remembers quietly and silently the nights of 13-14 February 1945.
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SUMMER MONTHS OF 1939
HITLER ATTEMPTS TO PEACEFULLY
RESOLVE DISPUTE OVER DANZIG &
THE ‘POLISH CORRIDOR’
(Stolen from Germany after World War I)

"BERLIN THINKS DOOR IS LEFT OPEN TO PEACEFUL SOLUTION"
The August 28th headline of the Hitler-hating New York Times confirmed that Hitler
sought to avoid war with Britain & France.
The “free city” of Danzig is 95% German. Along with its surrounding German area of
East Prussia, Danzig was isolated from the German mainland by the harsh post-World
War I treaties. Formerly German territory now belongs to Poland, cutting right through
the Prussian/Pomeranian region of Germany. As had been the case with Germans
stranded in Czechoslovakia, the Germans in Poland (those not expelled in 1919) are a
persecuted minority.
Hitler tries to solve the problem of the "Polish Corridor” peacefully. He proposes that
the people living in Danzig, and the “corridor” be permitted to vote in a referendum to
decide their status. If the region returns to German sovereignty, Poland will be given a 1
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mile wide path, running through Germany to the Baltic Sea so that it would not be
landlocked.
The Poles consider Hitler’s solution, but behind the scenes, Poland is urged by FDR to
not make any deals with Germany. When it becomes apparent to Hitler that Poland
will not allow a referendum, he then proposes another solution – international control of
the formerly German regions. This sensible offer is also ignored. The Globalists intend to
use foolish Poland as the match which ignites World War II.

Germans stranded in the stolen 'corridor' and the "free city" of Danzig were abused and
denied the right to self-determination.

AUGUST 25, 1939
BRITAIN & POLAND AGREE TO A MILITARY ALLIANCE
The Polish-British Common Defense Pact contains promises of British military
assistance in the event that Poland is attacked by another European country. This builds
upon a previous agreement (March 1939) between the two countries, and also France,
by specifically committing to military action in the event of an attack.
With this agreement, powerful Zionist-Globalist forces in the UK have now trapped the
reluctant Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain, as well as France and Poland. All that is
left to do now is for Polish-Jewish border thugs to deliberately provoke Germany into
action and get the ball rolling.

The British-Polish Common Defense past was forced upon Neville Chamberlain.
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FORBIDDEN HISTORY:
QUOTE TO REMEMBER
"Chamberlain (speaking off the record
to Ambassador Joseph Kennedy while
playing golf) stated that America and the
world Jews had forced England into the
war".
Unjustly labeled by historians as an "appeaser",
Chamberlain had to be maneuvered into war by
powerful factions above and around him.

-The Forrestal Diaries ed. Millis, Cassell
1952 p129

AUGUST 31, 1939
THE GLEIWITZ (and other) BORDER ATTACKS / JEWISH-POLISH GUERILLAS
ATTACK GERMAN RADIO STATION
Overestimating their strength, underestimating German strength, and knowing that
France and the UK would now be forced to back them, Polish-Jewish terrorists cross the
border and attack a German radio station in Silesia, Germany. It is actually the latest
in a string of deliberate border instigations against Germany.
The "Poles" then broadcast a message (in Polish) urging others to take up arms and
start attacking Germans. German police quickly arrive and retake the station, killing one
of the Red terrorists. Jewish Red terrorists, their Polish government protectors,
and their Globalist-Zionist masters have picked a fight with Germany!
Modern historians claim that the Gleiwitz incident was staged by Germans dressed as
Polish terrorists. But as is the case with the Reichstag Fire conspiracy theory, they offer
no evidence, (beyond a forced “confession” obtained after the war) to support this
theory – a theory that ignores the outrageous and repeated pattern of provocations
directed at Hitler's Germany ever since 1933, the numerous border incidents, and also
Hitler’s sincere attempts to negotiate a fair resolution to the Corridor and Danzig
controversies.

Soon after broadcasting a call to kill Germans, Polish-Jewish partisans, with the blessing of the
Polish government, kicked off the war between Poland and Germany.
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FORBIDDEN HISTORY - QUOTE TO REMEMBER
"I lived in Germany during the 1980s when many people who lived during the war were still
alive. I sought out anyone who lived near Poland in 1939 and was lucky enough to meet
several people. One was a customs official who said it was so bad on the border they were
armed and also had grenades in their office ready for attacks. Another told me his farm
animals were often stolen by Polish (Jewish?) terrorists. Another told of his niece being raped
by a Pole (Jew?) who crossed the border. He told me in 1940 they caught the man and showed
me a copy of the death order signed by Heydrich, in which he ordered the man put to death.
This is just one of many stories told to me by German civilians who witnessed these
border incursions just like had happened in 1919-1928. One thing many people fail to see is
that Poland openly attacked Germany right after World War I, which led to many border
battles. Once Germany started pressing Poland to work out a solution to the corridor, the
attacks started again. .And one thing that is clear to me is that Germany did not make up these
attacks."
- G.H. Ohio, USA

Hitler has had about all he could take from Poland!

GAME ON!

As the German army advances eastward, the
badly beaten Polish forces withdraw rapidly.

GERMANY INVADES POLAND
SEPT 1

‘BLOODY SUNDAY’
SEPT 3

UK & FRANCE DECLARE WAR UPON
GERMANY
SEPT 3

Red Jewish terrorists rape, torture and
massacre 3000+ German civilians in the town
of Bromberg, Poland. The massacre is
known as 'Bloody Sunday'.

The world press shrieks in horror over
Germany's "aggression", as Britain & France
declare war!
The Bromberg butchery of innocent
Germans is ignored.
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SEPTEMBER 17, 1939
SOVIET UNION INVADES POLAND FROM THE EAST / ALLIES SAY NOTHING!
With the Polish army being routed by the advancing Germans in the west, Stalin cleverly decides to break
the Soviet-Polish Non Aggression Pact of 1932. Poland is stabbed in the back as Soviet forces pour in
from the east. The advancing Reds carry out massacres, the most infamous being the Katyn Forest
Massacre in which 10,000 Polish Army officers are shot in the head.
Other than the pre-Versailles German areas which Germany will reclaim, the Soviets will take.all of
Poland. In a shocking double-standard, the anti-German Globo-Zio press, FDR, France & the UK
remain oddly silent about this brutal Soviet aggression.
Poland appeals to Britain for help, citing the Poland-British Defense Pact just signed a few
weeks ago! The Polish ambassador in London contacts the British Foreign Office pointing out that clause
1(b) of the agreement, which concerned an "aggression by a European power" on Poland, should apply to
the Soviet invasion. The UK Foreign Secretary responds with hostility, stating that it was Britain's decision
whether to declare war on the Soviet Union!
The truth is, the Allies don't give a rat's ass about Poland. They only used its foolish ultra-nationalist
leaders to instigate Hitler so that they could have their war. The horror that Poland will suffer under
Soviet occupation is Poland's problem, not Britain's!

The Soviets executed 10,000 Polish Army officers at Katyn Forest. They would later try to blame it on the Germans.

SEPTEMBER 17, 1939
GERMANY HAS DEFEATED POLAND / DANZIG AND WESTERN PRUSSIA
REUNITED WITH GERMANY
Within a few weeks, the German-Polish War is already over. Hitler receives a hero’s welcome upon his
arrival in liberated Danzig. Hitler addresses the Danzig crowd:
“No power on earth would have borne this
condition as long as Germany. I do not know
what England would have said about a similar peace solution (Versailles) at its expense or how
America or France would have accepted it.
I attempted to find a tolerable solution - even for this problem. I submitted this attempt to the
Polish rulers in the form of verbal proposals. .You know these proposals. They were more than
moderate. I do not know what mental condition the Polish Government was in when it refused
these proposals. …….As an answer, Poland gave the order for the first mobilization. Thereupon
wild terror was initiated, and my request to the Polish Foreign Minister to visit me in Berlin
once more to discuss these questions was refused. Instead of going to Berlin, he went to
London.”
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Hitler receives a hero's welsome in Danzig
OCTOBER 1939 - MAY 1940
HITLER PLEADS FOR PEACE WITH BRITAIN & FRANCE
The German-Polish War has ended quickly. There is nothing that the Allies can do help their Polish
puppet. The French actually invade Germany on September 7th, advancing 8 km before
stopping. The quiet period between the end of the Polish war until May 1940, is dubbed by a US Senator
as "The Phony War."
During this time, Hitler pleads for the Allies to withdraw their war declarations. Towards France he
declares: ."I have always expressed to France my desire to bury forever our ancient enmity and
bring together these two nations, both of which have such glorious pasts."
To the British, Hitler says: “I have devoted no less effort to the achievement of Anglo-German
friendship. At no time and in no place have I ever acted contrary to British interests….Why
should this war in the West be fought?”
Hitler’s pleas for peace are ignored as the allies amass 600,000 troops in Northern France! Plans are
openly discussed to advance eastward upon Germany, via Belgium and Holland, as well as establishing
operations in neutral Norway and Denmark, with or without their consent.

As Hitler
continues to
plead for
peace, the
British
government
deploys its
army and
frightens its
people.

GreatTomatoBubble2@gmail.com

Any questions?
- http://www.tomatobubble.com/worldwarii.html
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